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Reimagining the enterprise

New challenges, new opportunities

People feel deeply emotional about travel. While

Whether due to the astounding success of customer affinity programs or, perhaps, because of

banking, shopping and similar experiences are

something unique about the travel experience, people have deeply personal feelings about how

important and personal, discussions about miles, suite

they move from place to place. At the same time, since the commercialization of the Internet in

upgrades and boarding privileges tend to strike a

the 1990s, the travel industry has been a clear leader in digital adoption and disruption. Through

deeper cord. Over the past 20 years, the global travel

its drive to rapidly adopt technology for operations and processes, new products, services and

industry has been at the vanguard of digital innovation.

experiences, and paradigm-shattering business models, the travel industry has led the way.

And it is also leading the way in terms of ecosystem
evolution. But the industry’s technological leadership
has become a two-edged sword. By leading with
experience, the industry has conditioned its
customers to expect experience leadership. And
customer expectations are destined to become more
comprehensive and demanding. By embracing the
philosophy of Digital Reinvention,™ the travel industry
can work to sustain its momentum by meeting and
eventually exceeding travelers’ most personal
aspirations and deepest desires.

And the pace of change in global travel is only increasing. Innovation from across the technology
spectrum continues to reshape the industry. For example, industry leaders such as Airbus have
embraced 3D-printing technology to improve tooling, prototyping and part-making – initially for
high-complexity, low-scale items, but increasingly for lower-complexity, higher-scale
components.1 Air France-KLM now provides a personal digital travel concierge, powered by
artificial intelligence (AI), to select customers.2 Global hotel chain Marriott is using virtual reality
(VR) to help customers enjoy intimate travel stories about unique destinations around the world
from the safety and comfort of their own homes.3 And Japan-based Henn-Na Hotels now
employs intelligent robots to carry luggage, staff luggage lockers and provide housekeeping
services.4
Using cognitive computing and AI, global hotel chain Hilton is piloting a service named
“Connie” to engage with guests about topics such as local tourist attractions, dining recommendations and hotel features.5 And the Sydney Airport in Australia is employing predictive
analytics to help reduce parking congestion, improve passenger lounge access and optimize
flow-through in its duty-free shops.6 Another Australian travel business, Webjet, is transforming
the way hotel bookings are made using blockchain technologies, which can increase transparency, security and accuracy.7 And Thomson, the UK’s largest tour operator, is trialing a new
chatbot tool using natural language processing (NLP) capabilities to engage with tourists in and
around the travel experiences.8
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63 percent

This confluence of technological innovation is creating both new challenges and new opportu-

of surveyed travel industry executives
report that traditional value chains are
being replaced with new value models

nities for the travel industry. As with other industries, including retail, customers of travel services

Half
of surveyed travel industry executives
indicate that boundaries between their
industry and others are blurring

57 percent
of surveyed travel industry executives
say that competition from new and
unexpected sources is beginning to
impact their businesses

are demanding more comprehensive and consistent experiences.
The transaction-oriented travel solutions of the past are ceding to a model based on experience.
And the travel industry is not alone in embracing this trend. In the automotive industry,
for example, leading manufacturers such as Ford Motor Company are adapting their business
models, shifting focus away from vehicle sales and toward anytime-anywhere mobility.9 In the
travel industry, companies such as Tui Travel in the UK are also aggressively advancing an
experience-oriented business model, offering comprehensive travel experiences from transfers
to meals to Tui-branded aircraft and accommodations.10
As customers grow accustomed to such individualized arrangements, they are becoming
less tolerant of both inconsistency and imposition. Travel customers now expect streamlined
processes, convenient self-service options and one-of-a-kind experiences. And they are willing
to quickly shift buying behaviors and preferences if they do not get what they are seeking.11
Additional industry disruption remains a very real possibility and a lingering threat.12 Indeed, new
entrants continue to leapfrog established travel businesses by applying new digital technologies
in innovative ways. Organizations like Onefinestay and Airbnb, for example, make it much easier
to book someone’s home instead of a traditional hotel room.13 Lola, a new mobile travel service,
combines chatbots and agents to help travelers book and troubleshoot trips, disintermediating
Internet businesses that once disintermediated traditional agents.14 And Rover, an online pet
sitting and dog walking marketplace, efficiently links pet owners with nearby caregivers.15
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You, me and E2E
Travel executives recognize the continuing disruption and the impact it is having on the
industry. In the 2016 IBM Institute for Business Value Global Ecosystem Survey of more than

Figure 1
The everyone-to-everyone economy consists of four elements

Orchestrated

2,000 cross-industry leaders, conducted in collaboration with the Economist Intelligence Unit,
63 percent of travel executives said that traditional value chains are being replaced with new
value models. Half of the travel executives surveyed said that boundaries between the travel
industry and other industries are blurring. And 57 percent said that competition from new and
unexpected sources is beginning to affect their businesses.16
This disruptive environment in which travel executives and their customers find themselves

Symbiotic

Contextual

can best be understood within the context of what we call the everyone-to-everyone (E2E)
economy. The E2E economy has four distinct elements: It is orchestrated, based on business
ecosystems that are both collaborative and seamless. It is contextual, in that customer and
partner experiences are calibrated and relevant to their specific actions and needs. It is
symbiotic, in that everyone and everything, including customers and businesses, are mutually
interdependent. And it is cognitive, characterized by data-enabled self-supported learning
and predictive capabilities (see Figure 1).
Cognitive
Source: IBM Institute for Business Value analysis.
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Korean Air employs cognitive
computing to improve on-time
performance and efficiency
Korean Air is using data analytics and cognitive
computing to improve operational efficiency
and on-time performance. Synthesizing both
structured and unstructured data across
multiple sources, Korean Air is able to identify

The E2E business environment is deeply digital. And from the earliest days of computerization, with the development of the SABRE booking system in the 1950s, the travel industry
has been at the center of digital innovation.18
We can think of the travel industry as going through an evolving process in its embrace of
digital – from digitization to digital transformation to Digital Reinvention. Within the context of
travel, digitization involves setting up digital systems that support processes such as online
ticketing – initially SABRE, for example, but evolving into online services in which customers
might book directly rather than through traditional travel agents.

and use previously hidden connections that

Digital transformation in travel goes further, involving integration of digital functions or

help maintenance crews diagnose and solve

processes across the enterprise. By combining a set of digital systems and processes,

problems faster and more accurately. Rather

digitally transformed travel businesses can offer their customers both individualized and

than spend hours diagnosing each issues,

omni-channel experiences. An example of increasing importance is the ability of travel

technicians can obtain near real-time analysis.

providers to combine data collected through travel booking sites and personal social media

Maintenance managers identify trends

channels to formulate and deliver highly customized vacations.

which can be shared with original equipment
manufacturers (OEMs) to guide improvements.
Cognitive-enabled initiatives have helped
Korean Air successfully reduce maintenance
defect lead times by up to 90 percent.17
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Digital Reinvention of travel goes even further. Digitally reinvented travel involves a fundamental reimagining of the way an organization operates and engages with customers and
other stakeholders with the aid of digital technologies. Digital Reinvention at its most fundamental level reconceives the travel enterprise from a customer-first or customer-centric
perspective. Forming or redesigning an enterprise around an ability to most effectively deliver
a compellingly unique customer experience, for example, reflects a Digital Reinvention
philosophy (see Figure 2).
Figure 2
Digital Reinvention follows a path that starts with digitization and progresses through digital transformation

Digital
transformation
Digitization
Improves efficiency by
applying technology to
individual resources or
processes

Digitizes entire aspects
of a business producing
customer experiences
that support individuals’
needs or wants

Source: IBM Institute for Business Value analysis.

Digital
Reinvention
Incorporates digital
technologies like never
before to create revenues
and results via innovative
strategies, products and
experiences
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There is no box
Digital Reinvention combines multiple digital technologies – including cloud, blockchain,
mobile and the Internet of Things (IoT) – to reconceive customer and partner relationships.
It involves creation or orchestration of unique, compelling experiences for customers and
other stakeholders by way of emergent business ecosystems. And often the most successful
digitally reinvented businesses establish a platform of engagement for their customers, acting
as enablers, conduits and partners.19
Digitally conceived organizations often have an advantage as they undertake Digital
Reinvention. Untethered by legacy technologies and a legacy organization, they frequently
already possess Digital Reinvention attributes. And many digitally born startups are establishing footholds in traditional markets, putting new competitive pressures on traditional
industry leaders.
For example, Koniku, a technology company based in California that specializes in visual
processing and data recognition, is building neuron-based computer chips, which may soon
find their way into airline and airport security systems to more quickly and confidently identify
possible threats. Koniku also plans to employ its neuron-based chips inside drones to
improve safety and efficiency.20
Winding Tree, one of the first blockchain companies established specifically within the travel
industry, is building a decentralized and autonomous marketplace for travel. Winding Tree’s
open-source protocols for data exchange run on a blockchain and enable open access to a
central repository of that data within a shared and distributed ledger system. The company’s
goal is to reduce the number of travel intermediaries, thereby reducing cost. Winding Tree is
already being successfully deployed on several public blockchains.21
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Massachusetts-based automotive startup NuTonomy makes software that support selfservice in Singapore in 2016, where pre-selected members of the public could hail rides using

Royal Caribbean reimagines cruising
through digital

their smartphones. NuTonomy plans to establish a fully self-driving taxi fleet in Singapore by

Global cruise company Royal Caribbean is

2018, and has also partnered with the ride-service company Lyft to launch a self-driving car

transforming into an innovative, high-tech travel

driving cars and autonomous mobile robots. The company launched an autonomous taxi

service in Boston in 2017.22
And Virginia-based MAG Aerospace, owned by the French firm Zodiac Aerospace, provides
state-of-the-art airborne intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance services. After
extensive research and development, MAG Aerospace created an automated sensor system
using ultraviolet organic LED (UV OLED) disinfection lights to kill germs in the air and on
surfaces within aircraft. The company’s automated system is said to kill nearly 99 percent of
bacteria, viruses and airborne-based illnesses, lowering passengers’ risks of contracting
illness while also reducing aircraft cabin cleaning costs.23

industry pioneer. Advancing a wide range of
new technology solutions, Royal Caribbean
is rapidly building capabilities and expertise
around IoT, AI, VR, machine learning, big data
and robotics. The company is introducing a
range of new features, such as an intelligent
personal assistant for passengers, facial
recognition for portside check-in, automated
security features, robotic bartenders to mix
and serve drinks, as well as virtual reality
to more efficiently design new ships. Royal
Caribbean’s WOWband, an NFC-enabled
wristband, is already enabling guests to be
identified as they check-in before boarding
a cruise vessel, track luggage, pay for drinks,
book meals and entertainment and move
through ships.24
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Readying for reinvention
For successful Digital Reinvention, organizations need to pursue a new strategic focus, build

Figure 3
The Digital Reinvention operating environment revolves
around new experiences

new expertise and establish new ways of working (see Figure 3).
Pursue a new focus

New Focus

Travel businesses need to continue developing new ways of creating experiences, building

New business models
and new ways to
create value

ecosystems and monetizing value. Initiatives might include spawning new business models,
tapping new forms of financing and developing better, more holistic ways of conducting risk

Symbiotic

Orchestrated

assessments. Leaders will also need to create deep, contextual capabilities.
Build new expertise
New Ways
to Work

New
Expertise

Digitized operations built
for efficiency and
customer centricity

New Experiences

Capabilities built
through a culture of
openness, innovation
and collaboration

Redefined customer
experience with new
products and services

Travel firms also should continue digitizing products, services and processes that help merge
the physical world with the digital. They can augment initiatives with ever-better predictive
analytics, AI and cognitive computing, along with IoT and new forms of automation, to create
fully integrated, flexible and agile operating environments that support the individualized
experiences expected.
Establish new ways of working

Cognitive

Contextual

Travel businesses need to identify, assemble and retain the talent necessary to create and
sustain a highly digital organization. It will be essential to create and perpetuate innovation-

Source: IBM Institute for Business Value analysis.

infused cultures that incorporate design thinking, agile working and fearless experimentation.
Adopt a self-funding approach
Travel firms should deploy new technologies quickly and in ways that support scalable
growth and market share. They will need to use digital tools to optimize existing operations,
increasing earnings that can, in turn, be used to fund further innovation and growth. Some
have termed this approach “radical cost reduction and efficiency.”
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Embrace digital drivers
Travel businesses need to become ever-more proficient in digital technologies. Indeed, they
need to become digital leaders. Technology will underpin the creation of any reinvented organization that can build the deep customers experiences required. Rather than incrementalism,
Digital Reinvention can provide a path for the most visionary firms to adopt an “experience-first” planning approach, employing the strengths of both ecosystem partners and
themselves (see Figure 4).
Figure 4
The Digital Reinvention framework combines the strengths of ecosystem partners
Cognitive &
Analytics
Emerging
Technologies

Cloud

New
Expertise

New
Business
Models

Restless
Talent

New
Focus

Blockchain

Mobile
Orchestrated
Ecosystems

Internet
of Things

Responsive
Operations

Experience

New Ways
to Work

Security

Source: IBM Institute for Business Value analysis.
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Actionable
Insights

Social
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Surfing the digital wave
Tesla conceives new modes of travel
with fully autonomous vehicles
Tesla is expanding from car manufacturing
into travel solutions. Preparing for a future in
which customers will be able to summon cars
from anywhere at any time, Tesla is building
expertise around AI, IoT and augmented
reality, which combines with world-leading
expertise in electric vehicles and software

To set out on the path toward Digital Reinvention, travel industry leaders can take four initial
steps: Envision possibilities, create pilots, deepen capabilities and orchestrate environments.
Step 1: Envision possibilities
Conduct envisioning sessions based on design thinking to produce a definitive reinvention
blueprint. For example, through deep conversations and in-depth marketing analysis, develop
a better understanding of customer needs, aspirations and desires; brainstorm new ideas to
enhance engagement; and visualize unexpected customer scenarios. Incorporate external
stakeholders in these sessions, including customers, to encourage thinking that goes beyond
business-as-usual.

design, to produce cars that are redefining

Step 2: Create pilots

how people travel. With minimal to no human

Develop prototypes using agile development, test them with customers and get them to

intervention, Tesla’s autonomous cars, with

market quickly to promote feedback and iteration. Establish communities of interest to create

the aid of cognitive computing, are expected

safe environments to beta test innovations, and incorporate them as a central part of design

to redefine the very nature of mobility in which

and development processes.

Tesla owners will not only see their vehicles as
a means of transport, but treat them as profit
centers by adding their vehicles to shared
fleets.25
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Step 3: Deepen capabilities
Augment digital capabilities with strategic initiatives, and continue to build and deploy
necessary applications aligned to the target Digital Reinvention operating model and
ecosystem strategy. As pilots evolve, impediments around development will emerge, highlighting limitations in existing capabilities. Adopt a continuous, iterative strategy to address
limitations by building new or extending existing capabilities.
Step 4: Orchestrate ecosystems
Embrace a strategy based on holistic reinvention rather than a series of point solutions,
maintaining a clear focus on deep needs, aspirations or desires of customers, clients (such
as partners) and colleagues (such as service providers). Focus on ecosystems to expand and
align a broader set of capabilities, and to help create and deliver on customer promises.
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Key questions
Related reports

• How can you make your digital strategy more ambitious to face disruption head-on?

Berman, Saul J., Peter J. Korsten and Anthony Marshall.

• In what ways can your organization become more agile, so it is better equipped to respond

“Digital reinvention in action: What to do and how to
make it happen.” IBM Institute for Business Value. May
2016. https://www-935.ibm.com/services/us/gbs/
thoughtleadership/draction/
Berman, Saul J., Nadia Leonelli and Anthony Marshall.
“Digital reinvention: Preparing for a very different
tomorrow.” IBM Institute for Business Value. December
2013. https://www-935.ibm.com/services/us/gbs/
thoughtleadership/digitalreinvention/
Peterson, Steve J. and Raimon Christiani. “Travel
loyalty: Cognitive connections Enhancing loyalty
programs to connect with all travelers, not just millionmile mavens.” IBM Institute for Business Value. May
2016. https://www-935.ibm.com/services/us/gbs/
thoughtleadership/travelloyalty/index.html
Peterson, Steve J. and Raimon Christiani. “Beyond
bots and robots: Exploring the unrealized potential of
cognitive computing in the travel industry.” IBM
Institute for Business Value. November 2016.
https://www-935.ibm.com/services/us/gbs/thoughtleadership/beyondbots/

to unexpected challenges and opportunities?
• What steps can you take to make your workforce open and flexible?
• How can you help your leadership become more visionary, conceiving what customers
want before they know it themselves?
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